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Looking for a unique, centralised solution to 

modernise your country’s payment infrastructure 

while maximising efficiencies?

NCR APTRA™ Clear
National payment hub for clearing and settlement



Every country has some form of unique payment 

system based on its own financial practices, 

preferences and legislative requirements. As these 

countries modernise their banking systems to    

improve or reinforce their overall financial status 

globally, there is an increasing need for payment 

services that not only conform to international 

standards and infrastructures but also provide 

faster clearing cycles, all while balancing efficiency,              

cost and risk. A modern, efficient payment system 

is critical to the overall performance of a country’s 

economy and its ability to compete in global markets. 

Such a payment system can provide governments 

and Central Banks with the data they need to guide 

monetary and fiscal policy, allow for equitable sharing 

of risk between parties, and promote stability in the      

financial system. It can also promote efficient use of 

the available money supply and create confidence in 

the economy abroad, providing a more favourable 

climate for international trade and investment. 

A financial infrastructure must have interoperability 

across its entire ecosystem, while providing security, 

fraud and risk management systems. Legacy payment 

systems are rigid, brittle and silo’d—not adept and 

flexible to scale for new payment types and services, 

manage new and converging payment channels, or 

handle the growth of alternative payments as they 

evolve.  

Moreover, they are overwrought with manual processes 

and depend heavily on human interactions. Consumers 

and businesses are quickly adopting diverse payment 

forms—ranging from cash, cheques and money orders 

to debit cards, credit cards and person-to-person 

(P2P) payments. In addition, with the introduction of 

new technologies, such as smartphones, expanded 

payment options are changing customer traditional 

payment preferences. Electronic payments (ePayments) 

and Mobile payments (mPayments) are shifting and 

evolving the traditional payment usage patterns, mix 

and volumes that challenge financial institutions. 

Innovation and competition are transforming the 

payments landscape into a more complex, expansive 

and interconnected world. Businesses that increasingly 

compete in the international marketplace want more 

efficient electronic payment options that make funds 

available in minutes or hours, not days or weeks. They 

want direct access to systems that let them initiate 

payment instructions electronically and electronic 

data interchange systems that let them achieve final 

settlement in real-time in order to reduce payment 

losses. Businesses also demand cross-border systems 

that provide competitive currency conversion options 

and expanded time windows for same-day payments. 

Shifting payment dynamics: 
the international scope



NCR APTRA Clear is a payment hub for clearing and 

settlement that provides a highly available, secure 

environment. NCR APTRA Clear initiates and receives 

multiple payments and services for value, including 

cheques and money orders with images and bulk 

ePayments (direct debits and forward credits*), as 

well as not-for-value transactions such as mandates 

required for bill payments or automatic deposits.  

This enterprise-level banking domain software is 

ideal for Central Banks or National and Regional 

Clearing Houses that manage the presentment, 

clearing and settlement of cheque and bulk ePayments 

through an Automated Clearing House (ACH) which 

provides a link between different commercial banks   

or service bureaus. 

Modernising banking systems for the global 
financial marketplace

This payment hub supports the electronic clearing 

and exchange required for ACH bulk ePayments and 

cheques truncated at any point along the payment 

stream: teller, branch, ATM, online, mobile or the 

clearing house. It can be flexibly deployed based on 

the needs of a country, starting with only cheque 

truncation, ACH bulk ePayments or both, providing 

a foundation for your clearing and settlement hub, 

allowing for additional payment types and services in 

the future. 

*Also referred to as debit transfers and credit transfers or direct deposit



The NCR APTRA Clear payment clearing and settlement 

hub supports Central Banks, National and Regional 

Clearing Houses, Commercial Banks and Service 

Bureaus with the ability to manage small to large 

transaction volumes from one platform with:

•	 Complete end-to-end clearing system

•	 Settlement by payment type

o  Cheques

o  ACH bulk ePayments

•	 Streamlined and intuitive web-browser interfaces to 

the bank’s payment applications

•	 Concurrent sessions with optional bank                    

participation control

•	 Time, volume and value-based settlement

•	 Multilateral and bilateral settlement

•	 Multi-currency and multi-language capabilities 

including local language screens 

•	 Reliable transfer of payment transaction data 

between Commercial Banks and the Central Bank 

Clearing Houses

•	 100% of all payment transactions are presented 

A single platform for clearing and 
settlement of all transactions

from the Commercial Banks to the Clearing Houses

•	 Flexible clearing cycles with multiple concurrent 

clearing sessions

•	 Special express clearing sessions 

•	 Backup and recovery tools offering stability and 

security of financial data

•	 A security framework and seamless integration to 

systems for privacy, authentication, data integrity 

and non-repudiation of a transaction including:

o XML settlement 

o Integration into existing security, a country’s     

   Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) system or into an     

   optional Hardware Security Module (HSM) model 

o Digital signing and validation prior to clearing

o Certificate management

o Payment session management

•	 Complete auditing of user activity, file transfers    

and exceptions

For the Central Bank and Clearing Houses, APTRA Clear 
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can examine, create, manage and expedite:

•	 ePayment transactions including debit, credit and 

return items

•	 Cheque data and images, including returns,           

between commercial banks

•	 Inward and outward electronic cheque clearing data

•	 Posting to the settlement accounts 

•	 Secure guaranteed delivery to:

o  Real Time Gross Settlement system (RTGS)

o  National Clearing House Archive, the repository           

    for cleared instruments, images, data, digital     

    signatures and Clearing House reports

o  Host application interfaces

o  Participating banks

•	 Administration of the complete clearing process 

•	 Statistical data to support billing applications

•	 Full clearing reports

•	 Transaction history storage and research with     

long-term central archives

For Commercial Banks, APTRA Clear facilitates:

•	 The entry and exit point for all participating banks 

through a secure participant client  that requires 

minimal hardware and software investment

•	 ePayment transactions as well as cheque data 

and images, including returns for validation and          

processing

•	 Interfaces for transactions including Capture, 

Commercial bank cheque and ePayment solutions, 

Archiving, Host Systems and RTGS

•	 Inward and outward electronic cheque monitoring, 

tracking and maintenance processes through the 

operator’s user interface

•	 Same-day availability process for critical or higher 

value items using express clearing 

•	 Capture and return methods using web-based 

approval processes

•	 Support of short-term research



NCR APTRA Clear is a successfully deployed solution for 

Central Banks and Clearing Houses around the globe. 

It has an open and scalable architecture designed by 

NCR’s knowledgeable Research and Development 

team working closely with the local financial market to 

develop a solution that solves the unique local needs of 

a country.  

NCR APTRA Clear provides versatility by supporting 

multiple, concurrent clearing sessions and cycles. 

Clearing Houses and Commercial Banks benefit from 

NCR APTRA Clear by: 

•	 Accelerating settlement

•	 Shortened funds availability

•	 Reducing fraud

•	 Decreasing credit and float risk

•	 Streamlining operations, reducing many manual         

processes and costs

•	 Increased efficiency in processing

•	 Enhancing business opportunities to provide                       

value-added services and additional self-services to       

customers

•	 Enabling new and enhanced service offers for the        

bank, supporting additional deposits and revenues

A trusted end-to-end payments 
processing solution



NCR APTRA Clear supports a country’s strategy to promote 

stability in their financial system and build confidence in the 

local economy while minimising participant risk.

As a versatile payments clearing and settlement hub, it is the 

clear choice supporting the convergence of payment types 

and technology standardisation for payment transaction 

clearing and settlement, including monitoring, access, 

exception handling, notifications and audits. It provides one 

common platform leveraging shared services and web-based 

user interfaces that integrates with key components in a 

country’s infrastructure. NCR APTRA Clear reduces bank silos, 

enabling the Clearing House staff to holistically monitor and 

control the clearing and settlement process. It also offers 

flexibility for central or regional clearing and settlement 

sessions by providing optional bank participation control 

by transaction type.

Cheque processing                                                                 

Cheques require a formal payment decision based on verifying 

the technical correctness of the cheque and appropriate 

signatures. NCR APTRA Clear uses enterprise-level banking 

domain software for presentment, clearing and settlement 

of cheque payments using a Clearing House. It supports 

electronic exchange and settlement with applications for 

the entire spectrum of financial services providers and has 

duplicate-detection capabilities that ensure no duplicate cash 

letter or batches are received by the Clearing House. Cheque 

processing integration with image-based capture provides 

MICR code line workflows.

Solution overview
Cheque processing  |  Express clearing option

Express clearing option                    

Express clearing and other forms of special handling are 

provided through NCR APTRA Clear by defining all the various 

payment types and indentifying special handling items during 

cheque capture. Different clearing sessions and modified 

clearing rules can be utilised for those items. This provides 

flexibility for an express cheque, for example, requiring a 

payment decision (pay/no pay) within one hour. The status 

of the Special Handling item can be monitored through the 

system so the presenting bank can manage the transaction. 

Filters and search capabilities are provided to assist the 

operator in the pay/no-pay decision process.



Bulk ePayments                                                                              

NCR APTRA Clear provides a streamlined platform for 

mandate exchange or authorisations and the secure 

interchange, processing and settlement of debit and credit 

payments.

Although often used for low-value, high-volume payments, 

there is no technical restriction on the value to be cleared. 

The NCR APTRA Clear platform enables bulk ePayments or 

bills to be processed and settled by the bank including:

•	 Automated commercial payroll deposits

•	 Government pensions

•	 Consumer standing orders 

•	 Online bill payment transactions

•	 Insurance company monthly premiums

•	 Monthly credit card or utility bills

The NCR APTRA Clear payment and settlement hub provides 

bulk ePayments with the same consistent capabilities and 

security of the platform used during cheque processing, 

such as transaction session creation, participation, calendar 

scheduling, minimum and maximum payment limits, as well as 

settlement.

Secure transaction flow                                                                 

The clearing and settlement hub is based on secure and 

interoperable systems, ensuring integrity for all cheque 

and bulk ePayment transactions for all participants. High 

availability is critical for all systems, as banks and their 

customers depend on payments and message exchange 

occurring on time, all the time. NCR APTRA Clear payment  

and settlement hub includes:

•	 Digital signing/validation and encryption based on PKI     

standards and integrated user authentication 

•	 Certificate management and integration into existing        

Certificate Authorities (CA) 

•			Optional	Hardware	Security	Module	(HSM)	for:

o  Enhanced private key security

o  High performance

•	 Supports international financial messaging scheme          
ISO 20022

•	 High availability and disaster recovery supporting business 
continuity plans

•	 Billing rules and regulations that are enforced for all 
participants

•	 Billing reports based on transaction data and billing 
charges configured and detailed statistical reports

Solution overview
Bulk ePayments  |  Secure transaction flow



Clearing and settlement                                                        

Clearing sessions are user configurable, with one or more 

scheduled on any given day. 

During each session in NCR APTRA Clear, the system will accept 

outward debits and credits as well as return payment transaction 

data from the banks’ Clearing House centres. The “close time” 

can be overridden at the Clearing House in the event one of the 

clearing locations requires more time to prepare their data.

Once the session is closed, gross and net-settlement positions 

for all the participating banks are calculated and the inward 

presentment and return payment data is built and delivered to 

the destination banks.

Data is formatted and secured in inward exchange files similar to 

the outward process. Newly presented items are written to the 

archive at this point. For returns, the archive is updated with the 

return reason code, as required.

Returns and presentment can be optionally processed in the 

same session or in different sessions scheduled at times during 

the day. 

Transaction types, session start/stop, calendars, session currencies 

and participants are all configurable through the Clearing House 

tables. 

A bank can also be excluded from the clearing session—added, 

deleted, activated, and deactivated through the Clearing House 

participation tables.

Solution overview
Clearing and settlement  |  Archived images

A settlement report showing the position of each bank for 

that session is generated, itemising presentment and returns 

separately, enabling manual posting of the settlement 

results at the Central Bank if required. Alternatively, 

a system-produced settlement file can be used for the 

automated posting of settlement results to a settlement 

account posting system (RTGS or accounting system).

The banks that have not delivered outward exchange files 

and retrieved inward exchange files are highlighted in these 

user screens. At the end of a session or at the end of a day, a 

variety of reports are generated.

Archived images                                                                              

All images presented through the Clearing House can 

also be exported to the optional Clearing House Image 

Archive for long-term (multi-year) storage. Bank staff are 

able to log on to the archive for research on all payment 

transactions presented to or from them for the retention 

period of the archive.

Additionally, all Clearing House reports can be stored in the 

Clearing House Archive for long-term storage. The browser-

based research application that is used for searching and 

displaying results of transaction data and image queries can 

also be used to search and display results for report queries. 

Backup and restore facilities plus tools are included with the 

archive.
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Why APTRA Clear?

With over 125 years of experience and knowledge, NCR  

is a leading global provider of payments, assisted- and 

self-service solutions. NCR has been the global number one 

manufacturer of ATMs for more than 22 consecutive years.  

We help our clients around the world improve their customer 

interactions, implement change quickly and proactively, and 

transform their businesses to become leaders and change 

agents. We can help you, too.

Contact your NCR representative, or visit www.ncr.com and 

find out how NCR APTRA Clear can help your country’s          

infrastructure while maximising efficiencies for supporting 

your strategy for cheque, bulk ePayments and expanding    

payments in the future.

NCR APTRA Clear differentiates itself from generic           

solutions in the market with expertise built on a 

foundation of long established industry knowledge, 

coupled with practical implementation experiences 

with highly technical and complex solutions around 

the globe at national, regional and commercial bank 

levels. A full end-to-end solution, APTRA Clear 

provides industry-leading functions like express 

clearing, bulk ePayment clearing and settlement as 

well as a rich suite of archiving applications. Proven 

ability to scale for various sizes of deployments, 

centrally and/or regionally with the flexibility to 

complement and integrate to applications, systems 

and solutions. NCR has an established and proven 

specialised support infrastructure targeted at 

servicing mission-critical cheque and bulk ePayment 

installations for countries, banks and service bureaus 

globally.


